
One Powerful Lever Is Driving
Market Behavior

2021 began with great expectations for a roaring

economy borne on vaccine availability. Most

everyone, including the stock markets anticipated

the Grand Reopening of a robust economy leading

us “back to normal.” But virus mutations and new

waves of infection set everything back, impacting

consumer behavior and market expectations. Even

so, the S&P 500 Index® returned 27% last year.

The most powerful economic lever will continue

to be the Federal Reserve. Supported by highly

accommodative fiscal and monetary policies,

corporate earnings growth was exceptional. While

energy, real estate, and technology led the way,

every sector posted double-digit returns!

The largest U.S. companies, across the spectrum

from value to growth all performed well, albeit

influenced by virus waves and Fed delays

responding to inflation. Smaller companies

(measured by the Russell 2000®) were firmly divided

by rate expectations as value rose 28%, and growth

was barely positive. The broad bond market index

declined 1.6% as only the riskiest segments posted

positive returns for the year.
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For 2022, we’re focused on Interest Rate Policies, Stock Valuations, and

Investor Sentiment. Economic growth appears healthy, as all leading

indicators remain firmly positive, and corporate earnings growth should

remain strong. However, the page is turning on the historically low-rate

environment that allowed every type of asset to become overvalued.

As attractive returns weren’t available in traditional bonds, investors turned

to some of the riskiest areas of the market. From stocks to Special-Purpose

Acquisition Companies (SPACs) to NFTs, to art and real estate, money piled

into anything displaying price momentum. In the process, relative valuations

of these assets are incredibly high. Now the backdrop is changing.

Investor sentiment is shifting focus to quality. As we transition to slower

growth, higher inflation, and rising rates, “Deep Moat” companies with

earnings power will outperform those who relied on easy money to finance

growth. This bodes well for high quality portfolios, like our Dividend Growth

Strategy.

We are in the first innings of repricing of risky, long-dated assets. Higher

interest rates and less financial liquidity is forcing “risk-off” here. Many tech

stocks and, to a lesser degree, some in healthcare are down 30%-70% from

their highs. Cryptocurrencies are down. NFT’s are down. SPACs are down. All

of this is prior to the actual event of Fed rate increases. 

For now, this repricing wave is focused on speculative excesses, but expect a

toll on the larger indexes as well.

The canary in the coalmine is credit. Mountains of debt were built at very

low interest rates, with relaxed lending standards, as bond investors

seeking yield enabled struggling companies to survive. As rates rise, many

will be unable to refinance this debt and be forced to pay off the principal

or risk default. Some will have to restructure, and some will fail. Investors

who realize this are backing away from riskier bond sectors. While it won’t

be a straight line, this trend will continue. The net result is bond prices are

coming down and speculative investors could lose a great deal of money.

There are better options for attractive income, like commercial real estate

and structured notes.
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The latest 7% year-over-year inflation jump is the highest since 1982. The Federal

Reserve told us almost all year that inflation was “mostly transitory”, supporting

market prices as energy, automobile and food costs soared. The Fed finally

acknowledged in the fall that inflation is persistent and started closing the cash spigot

to keep it from spiraling. Quantitative Easing to the tune of $150 Billion in monthly

bond purchases is ending, and we expect Fed rate increases to begin in March.

Still, given what we know today, stocks should see a modestly positive 2022.

Investors will be more discerning as they recognize the tailwinds of the past becoming

headwinds for the future. Good companies will continue to perform while the

economy remains strong, with plentiful consumer spending job growth. Markets

recognize that recession is not on the horizon, yet volatility and risks are now more

elevated. So, risk reduction is prudent now. Provided the Fed doesn’t raise rates too

fast or for too long the economy will remain resilient (and no, their record isn’t good).

Investors need to recognize that risks are higher, that quality and price matter

more now, and that expectations must be reined in.

Investors should be assessing diversification opportunities. As the pool of

attractive assets shrinks, so do choices capable of reducing portfolio risk. Bonds lose

value as rates rise, so they’re not a suitable alternative. We have written about the

valuation differential between domestic and non-US assets for a few years now.

Foreign markets are poised to garner greater attention, given significant relative

discounts and continued earnings growth. Ultimately this divergence of the past

decade will reverse – providing we see continued strength in the global economy.

We believe commercial real estate remains a top choice for stability and current

income. This sector is highly attractive due to demographic demand and limited

supply. Valuations and significant cash flows that benefit from inflation should remain

intact. Even as supply catches up and rents stabilize over the next few years, real

estate remains a top choice to complement equity market risks.
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With (commission-free) access to several types of direct real estate vehicles,

we shifted some stock exposure to these more stable assets, seeking modest

appreciation and substantial dividends. Most of our Direct Real Estate

offerings have income or asset requirements.

Last Fall, we shifted excess gains down the risk spectrum, lengthening the

timeframes insulating growth investments from disruptive market events. We

anticipate further risk reduction moves into the Fall of ’22 as markets feel

the bite of higher interest rates. Each of our clients has a unique ratio across

our time-horizon strategies.

We continue seeking timely moves in all our strategies as the year

progresses. 

If you’re interested in our layered risk approach that brings clients greater

peace, reach out to us about your situation. 
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